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The purpose of this paper is a study of wave operators for the equation

(*) nu = qu>,    □ = j|g-|l, ri-a

In [2] and [3], Strauss studied this problem when q has sufficiently rapid decay at

infinity. In this paper we will derive some information for the case q= 1. The basic

parts used will be the energy estimates of Strauss derived in [2] and an elementary

lemma about Hubert spaces. While the results in this paper refer to the existence of

wave operators in the weak topology, they open new methods of attacking the

pVbblem in the strong topology.

1. The abstract problem.    Let H be a real separable Hubert space with norm

||, and inner product < , >. Let U0(t) denote a strongly continuous one-

parameter group on H. Let K be a locally Lipschitzian transformation on H

(possibly nonlinear) such that the integral equation

(1) <f,(t) = U0(ty,0+ f U0(t-s)K(>h(s)) ds
Jo

has unique global solutions for any i/>0 e H. Let Ux(t) denote the map from 4*o

to ip(t). Ux(t) satisfies

(a) Ux(0) is the identity,

(b) Ux(t + r)=Ux(t)Ux(r),

(c) Ux(-t)=Ux(t)-K

Only (b) is nontrivial. However, this follows from the locally Lipschitzian character

of K and the fact that the norms of the Ux(t)i/)0 are bounded subsets of R. The basic

object of study in this paper are the limits as |/| -^- oo of U0( — t)Ux(t)4'. We will

show that these limits exist in the weak topology on H for ¡/r in a certain dense

subset of H.

We will need the following assumptions.

(Al) There exists a dense set 9<=H and a function | | from H to [0, co] which is

finite on 9 and ap>2 such that the following are true.
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(A2) If xbe 2,

\\Ux(t)xb\\2+\Ui(t)xb\"=\\xb\\2+\^

for all t.

(A3) If xbe 2,

\Ux(t)xb\ = 0((l/\t\)2l>)   as |?| ^ co.

(A4) There exists a linear map F of 2 into 2 such that if </> e 2 and \xb\ < oo,

|<¿ tf«0>| â |F¿| M'-*.

(A5) If <¿ e S>, F0(í)<¿ e 0 for all ? and

\RU0(t)4>\ = 0((l/\t\y>-™>)   as |/|-*oo.

The following theorem is basic to our argument.

Theorem 1. Let {ibt} be a set of elements of H indexed by the real numbers (or

any sequentially cofinal net). Assume there is a constant BiO such that \\xbt\\ S B for

all t and <<£, xb¡y converges as t^- + oo for j>e2,a dense set in H. Then there exists a

xbe H such that xbL-^-xb weakly as t^-co.

Proof. This theorem is a natural generalization of a standard theorem about

Hubert spaces. Consider the sequence {xbn}, n integer. A simple estimate shows that

{xbn} is weakly convergent. Thus since H is weakly sequentially complete there is a

xbe H such that </>„-> </> weakly. It then follows that xbt -+xb weakly. (Similarly there

is a theorem for /->- -co.)

Theorem 2. Under assumptions (Al),..., (A5), for any xbe 2, there are elements

W+xb and W_xb in H such that U0( — t)Ux(t)xb converges weakly to these elements as t

approaches +oo and -co respectively.

Proof. We will consider only the case t -»■ +co. The other case is similar. Let us

first note that

\\u0(-t)ux(t)xb\\2 s H\\2+W.

Thus by Theorem 1, it suffices to show that (,</>, U0( — t)Ux(t)xb} converges for all

</> e 2. But

,       \{</>, U0(-t)Ux(t)xby-(<p, U0(-r)Ux(r)xb}\

(2) r
S      \(U0(s)<p,K(ux(s)xb)y\ds,    tir

Jr

by (1). But

(3) \<U0(s)<b, K(Ux(s)xb}\ < \RU0(s)</>\ ¡U^xbl"-1

by (A4) and (A2). But from (A3) and (A5) it follows that the right-hand side of (3) is

0((l/i)(3!,-4)/p).
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Sincep is greater than 2, \(U0(s)</>, K(Ux(s)i/j)')\ is integrable and thus

(.</>, U0(-t)Ux(t)>ji}

converges.

Definition. W+ and W_ are called the weak forward and backward wave

operators respectively. Theorem 2 states that they are defined on 9.

Remark. Let us note the following elementary properties of W+ and IF_. For

t/>e9,

(a) \\w±4>\\2s Wl2+|-A|p,

(b) \<<f>, W±4,-V0(-t)Ux(m\ = 0((l/|/|)(2p-*>'*')   for^e^.

Corollary 1. F'0(-t)V\(t)4> -*■ W±i/j strongly if and only if \\W±^\\2 = ¡0||2

+M>-
Proof.

lim   \\U¿-t)U1(tW=W\\*+\W-   lim   \Ux(t)^
t-> ± oo Í-» ± 00

= ¡-AH2+101"   by (A2) and (A3).

Corollary 2. 7/0 e 9 and Ux(t)4> e 9, then W± Ux(t)>b= U0(t)W±<p.

Proof. Let </> e H, then

<</>, u0(t)w±t) = (u0(-t)</>, w±ty

=   lim (U0(-ty/>, Ua(-s)Ux(s)V)

=   lim (U0(-t)</>, U0(-s)Ux(s-t)Ux(t)i}
S-» ± oo

=   lim (</>, U0(-r)Ux(r)Ux(t)i>
r-» ±> oo

Since <£ is arbitrary we have the result.

Definition. Let9 = (JteR Ux(t)9. In practice 9=9.

If </> e 9, there exist t e R and </>Q e 9 such that </>= Ux(t)</i0. For such 0, we may

define W±>/> by

1Î>±0 = U¿t)W±k>.

To guarantee that this makes sense, we need the following theorem.

Theorem 3. // ifi and <¡>i are m 9 and there exists s, t e R such that Ux(t)ifix

= Ux(s)</>2 then

U0(t)W±^i = U0(s)WJ2.

Proof. By hypothesis, >/jx and </t2= Ux(t-s)ibx are in 9. Thus by Corollary 2,

W±Ux(t-s)<j,x = W^2 = U0(t-s)W±^.

Therefore

U0(s)W±t2 = U0(t)W±4>x.
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The reason for looking at the wave operators is that we would like Ux(t)xb to

behave like U0(t)W+xb for large t and like U0(t)W_xb for small /. If the convergence

is strong,

\\Ui«w-u0(t)w+w = ¡u0(-t)ux(t)i-w+xb\\^o

as ?—> +00. However, in the weak topology this may not happen. In fact, for the

case of the nonlinear wave equation for xbe 2, Ux(t)xb tends weakly to zero as does

U0(t)<f> for any </> e H. To make this precise let us add the assumption

(A6) If <j>, xbe 2, <0, Ui(t)xb}^0 as |r| -> oo for z'=0, 1. For the case of the

wave equation, the next result for U0 follows immediately from the representation

of U0(t) as the translation group onF2( —oo, +co; N), Na Hubert space. (See [1].)

Theorem 4. Assuming (A6), U0(t)xb ->■ 0 weakly as \t\ ->0for all xbe H.

Proof. By Theorem 1, U0(t)xb->Q weakly as |/| -»-co for xbe 2. Thus, for all

4>eH,xbe2, <#, U0(t)xb} -» 0 as |r| —> co. Thus (U0(t)</>, xb} ->■ 0 as |f | —> oo.

Again by Theorem 1, U0(t)</> -> 0 weakly as |r| -> oo for </> e H.

Theorem 5. For xbe 2, Ux(t)xb -> 0 weakly as \t | -> oo.

Proof. Let xb0 be in 2 and se R such that U0(s)xb0 = xb. Thus for </> e 2,

(<P,Ux(t)xb>^0,xhe2.

Now apply Theorem 1.

Let us conclude this section with another condition guaranteeing that

U0( — t)Ux(t)xb converges in the strong topology. This result has the advantage that

the conditions imposed are on U0(t) rather than Ux(t). Unfortunately, the condition

is unknown for the wave equation. We will discuss this more fully in §2.

Lemma. Let {xbt}, te [1, oo) be a net in H which converges weakly to zero as t —> oo

and is bounded. Then xbt converges strongly to zero if there exists an e > 0 such that

<l>eH,

\<lxb,xbty\ = O(r0

as t -> oo. In fact, \\xbt\\ =0(re).

Proof. Let yt = texbt. By assumption, the set {yt} is weakly bounded. Thus by

uniform boundedness, there is a constant F such that ||y(||^F for all te [1, oo).

Thus || <M = O(r0-
Definition. Let | |0 denote a map from H to [0, oo] such that if </>e2, \</>\0

HF^andK^FO^I^Iol^-1.

Theorem 6. If U0(t) satisfies condition (A7) below then U0( — t)Ux(t)xb converges

strongly to W+xbfor xbe2.

(A7) For any <j>e H, there is a T(</>) such that if \t\iT, \U0(t)<p\0 is bounded, i.e.

there exists a constant C(T, <j>) such that \U0(t)<f>\0SC for \t\iT.
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Proof. Let h=U0(-t)Ux(t)<A- W+1/>.

iwi = iifF+-Aii+(ii0ii2+i0ip)i/2

for all t.  By Theorem 2, 0( converges weakly to zero.  Following the proof

of Theorem 2, let <j> e H, then

\<4>, -At)I < j" \<u0(s)4, K(ux(t)m ds.

iff 2 TO),

!<*,*>! s cít,¿) J" I^WI'-1^ = o((i/i)<p-2),p).

Thus i/it tends strongly to zero by the previous lemma with e = (p — 2)/p.

Remarks. (1) There is a similar result for W _.

(2) It follows from the proof of Theorem 6, that \U0(t)<f>\a need not actually be

bounded. What is needed is that \U0(t)</>\0 be finite for all / sufficiently large

(depending on </>) and not get large too rapidly with an estimate independent of </>.

(3) Note that we have not used all the hypotheses on K. In particular, all that was

used about K was that it satisfy (A4), and that (1) has unique solutions for $0 e 9

and Ux(t) satisfies (a), (b), (c), (A2), (A3). It is not necessary that K be everywhere

defined for example.

2. The nonlinear wave equation.    Let us consider the equation

(4) D" = ixu-d2u/dt2 = qus

where q=q(xx, x2, x3) is positive, once differentiable and s is an odd integer ^3.

We will assume also that q is bounded and satisfies the differential inequality

(5) rqr S (s-3)q;   (r = |x|and^r = dq/dr).

Definition. 9 = CÔ(R3)© C0x(R3)- I.e. >P=[fig] is in 9 iff and g belong to

C?(R3).

Definition. If <// = [/, g] is in 9, let

M2 = jR3W\2+g2]dx.

Let H denote the completion of 9 with respect to || ||. H is a Hubert space. We

denote its inner product by < , >. It follows from the Sobolev inequality ||/|6

= C|| V/||2 for/e Cq(R3) that the components of an element >/ie H are functions.

(||    ||p denotes the norm on LV(R3).)

Let U0(t) be the strongly continuous one parameter group corresponding to the

wave equation. For details see Thoe [4] or Lax and Phillips [1]. For 0= [/, g] e H

define K(i/j) = [0, -qfs]. For s = 3, K is everywhere defined as a map from H to H

and is locally Lipschitzian. For i=3 this is not so. We will assume K satisfies the
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conditions of Remark 3, §1 however and also that Ux(t)xbe2 for all t if xb e 2

where Ux(t) is defined by (1).

Definition. If xbe H,

!*-(Lm^*'*)
1/ÍS+1)

where xb=[fg\. A standard energy equality states that if xbe 2,

(6) Wiww+w&w?*1 - \\ñ2+ms+i

for all t.

Theorem 7. If xbe 2, \Ux(t)xb\s*1 = 0(t-2) as |/|->-co.

Preof. See Strauss [2]. It is in this theorem that (5) is needed.

Definition. If xb = [f g] e H,

Rxb = ((s+l)/2)[g,0]

and

i^io = (j(4i)^s+i^)1,<s+1)-

Theorem 8. If<b, xbe H, \{<b, K(xb)}\% |</>|0|</<|s + 1.

Proof. When it makes sense,

(,</>, K(xb)> = jgqh* dx,

where <f>=[f, g] and xb = [h, k]. Thus

]<</>, K(xb)}\ S ^qgs + 1dXyU '"(JV + 1<fr)

= M„W = \R<b\ \xb\\

the last equality holding for <pe2.

Theorem 9. Any solution rj« = 0 with data 2 remains there, i.e. U0(t)2cz2.

Furthermore if xbe 2, \RU0(t)xb\s + 1 = O(t-i$-'i)) as |i | -»-co.

Proof. Let UQ(t)xb = [u(x, t), ut(x, t)]. Then

|Ft/0(/>A|s + 1 = | ^Jq^ut-^x, t) dx.

But f uf(x, if) dx is bounded and ||wj(x, t)\\m = 0(t~1). Thus

|Ft/0(0<A|s + 1 ^ (yjuf(x,t)dxy\\ul(x,tm-1¡q\\^(^Y-)S = 0(t-<°-»).
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The fact that U0(t)9<=-9 is a standard regularity theorem for the wave equation.

Letting p = s+l, we see that (Al),..., (A5) of §1  are satisfied.

Theorem 10. If </>,</> are in 9, {</>, U0(t)$} = 0 for all t sufficiently large (and

small).

Proof. U0(t)t/j is a detached solution of the wave equation. Thus u(x, t) = 0 in

some forward cone and some backward cone. Let supp/u suppgc:sphere about

zero of radius L where </>= [fi g]. For t sufficiently large or small this sphere is con-

tained in the set where u(x, t) vanishes.

Theorem 11. If t/ie9 and Ux(t)>/j=[u(x, t), ut(x, t)], then for any e>0,

f [\Vu\2 + uf]dx = 0(r2)
Jr<(l-£)|(|

as \t\ —> oo.

Proof. See Strauss [2]. (5) is also needed here.

Theorem 12. If </,,</> e 9, (</>, Ux(t)<py = 0(t~1) as \t\ -> co.

Proof. Let </>= [fi g]. Let F be as in Theorem 10. Then

\<<P, Ux(t)4>y\ =\j[VfiVu + gul]dx

= |f       [VfVu + gut]dx
\J\x\iL

S\\</>\\(\       [\Vu\2 + uf]dx)V2.

Thus for \t\>2L,

\<4>, ux(t)4>)\ s \\i\\([       [\\u\2 + uf]dx)im = ou-1)

by Theorem 11 with e = \.

Theorems 10 and 12 imply (A6).

The solutions of Qw = 0 with data in H are called finite energy solutions. The

hypothesis of (A7) will be satisfied if for any u(x, t) a finite energy solution

\qul + 1(x,t)dx

is eventually finite and bounded. In particular, for<7= 1, z/,(x, t) must eventually be

in LS+1(R3). SinceL2*$LS+X there are solutions for which this integral is infinite for

t near zero. There is no obvious reason why this should occur or for that matter any

obvious counterexample. This result is of interest however since it replaces the

problem of estimating solutions to the nonlinear equation with the apparently

simpler problem of estimating solutions to the linear equation.
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